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Most of the time when we are asked to do bulk edit of SQL scripts, we find ourselves in a situation where the task at hand requires some filtering and object finding. In order to simplify this task, the DTM SQL Editor offers a very intuitive user interface. Starting with a wizard-like setup, you can begin with searching for specific tables
or views, copying their names as a text or copy and paste. Once you have selected the tables or views, the tool offers an array of actions like sorting, filtering, saving, etc., to further explore the dataset at hand. The application supports various databases like Oracle, MySQL, PostgresSQL, Interbase/Firebird, MS SQL Server, IBM DB2
as well as desktop data files, text (.txt), Microsoft Excel (.xlsx), Access (.mdb,.accdb), Paradox (.db), SQLite database, FoxPro container (.dbc), in addition to dBase, FoxBase and FoxPro (.dbf). It's also possible to connect to existing and configured data sources via ODBC or IDAPI, DSN file, and OLD DB provider. There are many other

features offered by the tool such as accessing the schema, list of tables, columns, security management, searching for objects by name, as well as replace text, removing objects or properties, and a lot more. Having used the software for its entire duration, there is no doubt we are ready to recommend it to its users. Download,
install and take the plunge.

DTM SQL Editor Standard

DTM SQL Editor Standard Torrent Download is a feature-rich database management application that gives you the possibility to edit SQL scripts and build SQL statements by following some intuitive steps in a wizard. It supports a wide range of database connection types, enabling you to explore schemas and copy objects, as well
as to verify and export results, among other options. Simple setup and initial configuration Setting it up takes minimal time and effort, since are no unfamiliar options involved. To begin working with the utility, it's necessary to configure database connection settings by creating and administering multiple profiles. It offers support

for Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database, MySQL, Interbase/Firebird, IBM DB2 and PostgreSQL, along with desktop data files, namely text (.txt,.csv), Microsoft Excel (.xls,.xlsx), Access (.mdb,.accdb), Paradox (.db), SQLite database, FoxPro database container (.dbc), in addition to dBase, FoxBase and FoxPro (.dbf). It can also
connect to existing and configured data sources via ODBC or IDAPI, DSN files, and OLD DB providers. Explore and manage database objects Besides examining database contents, such as text, properties and user permissions, it's possible to view the schema's ER model, copy and save object text, copy object names and properties,

locate a particular schema object, set or remove filters, export the schema to file, as well as create, save and load snapshots with the current settings. Test results can be sorted, copied, printed or exported to text file, SQL script, XML or HTML document, or Excel format. Plus, you can view and truncate log details, search and
replace text within scripts, jump to a specific line, reconfigure keyboard shortcuts, and add comments. Evaluation and conclusion It didn't put a strain on the computer's performance in our evaluation, running on low system resources. No error dialogs popped up and it didn't hang or crash. To sum it up, DTM SQL Editor Standard

delivers a user-friendly solution for exploring and managing SQL-based databases. For additional features, make sure to check out DTM SQL Editor Professional and DTM SQL Editor Enterprise. Hits: 2777 [Irpihd.com]Get-WinEvent -FilterHashtable
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Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database, MySQL, Interbase/Firebird, IBM DB2 and PostgreSQL, along with desktop data files, namely text (.txt,.csv), Microsoft Excel (.xls,.xlsx), Access (.mdb,.accdb), Paradox (.db), SQLite database, FoxPro database container (.dbc), in addition to dBase, FoxBase and FoxPro (.dbf). It can also connect to
existing and configured data sources via ODBC or IDAPI, DSN files, and OLD DB providers. It offers support for multiple data sources. It's easy to setup and manage, and it provides several options for exploration and management of databases. It enables you to create new databases and import existing databases and data sources,
plus browse them through a graphical user interface. To allow you to define profiles for various scenarios, it includes a wizard to get you started. Besides exploring and browsing data objects, you can also execute an SQL query, create SQL views, copy objects and properties, test results, and test stored procedures. You can also
export results to text, SQL, XML or HTML file, or Excel spreadsheet. There are also options for evaluating and performing substitution in data. It can also perform analysis tasks, such as sorting, truncating log details, searching and replacing text, and jumping to a particular line. You can also add comments. It provides many options
to modify and administer database settings, such as adding, removing, and renaming profiles, editing connection settings, and exporting and importing settings. Edit SQL scripts with ease. You can also manage tool shortcuts and add comments to selected lines in a script. Using a click-and-drag bar for a line of code, you can move
it up and down as well as to the left and right of the bar. You can also configure keyboard shortcuts for moving around the document. Enhance your productivity. It enables you to execute queries and switch between tabs. To enhance productivity, there are many tools for visualization and searching of data, in addition to editing
and testing queries. Performance: The utility's performance doesn't seem to be affected by the number of connections and items being processed. In our test, it didn't affect performance. Ease of Use: Taking into account an explanation of the utility's options and settings, we couldn't find much

What's New In?

DTM SQL Editor Standard is a feature-rich database management application that gives you the possibility to edit SQL scripts and build SQL statements by following some intuitive steps in a wizard. It supports a wide range of database connection types, enabling you to explore schemas and copy objects, as well as to verify and
export results, among other options. Simple setup and initial configuration Setting it up takes minimal time and effort, since are no unfamiliar options involved. To begin working with the utility, it's necessary to configure database connection settings by creating and administering multiple profiles. It offers support for Microsoft SQL
Server, Oracle Database, MySQL, Interbase/Firebird, IBM DB2 and PostgreSQL, along with desktop data files, namely text (.txt,.csv), Microsoft Excel (.xls,.xlsx), Access (.mdb,.accdb), Paradox (.db), SQLite database, FoxPro database container (.dbc), in addition to dBase, FoxBase and FoxPro (.dbf). It can also connect to existing and
configured data sources via ODBC or IDAPI, DSN files, and OLD DB providers. Explore and manage database objects Besides examining database contents, such as text, properties and user permissions, it's possible to view the schema's ER model, copy and save object text, copy object names and properties, locate a particular
schema object, set or remove filters, export the schema to file, as well as create, save and load snapshots with the current settings. Test results can be sorted, copied, printed or exported to text file, SQL script, XML or HTML document, or Excel format. Plus, you can view and truncate log details, search and replace text within
scripts, jump to a specific line, reconfigure keyboard shortcuts, and add comments. Evaluation and conclusion It didn't put a strain on the computer's performance in our evaluation, running on low system resources. No error dialogs popped up and it didn't hang or crash. To sum it up, DTM SQL Editor Standard delivers a user-
friendly solution for exploring and managing SQL-based databases. For additional features, make sure to check out DTM SQL Editor Professional and DTM SQL Editor Enterprise. Please check if SQL Server exists before using DTM SQL Editor Standard is a feature-rich database management application that gives you the possibility to
edit SQL scripts and build SQL statements by following some intuitive steps in a wizard. It supports a wide range of database connection types
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System Requirements For DTM SQL Editor Standard:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: 1 GHz Dual Core or better Memory: 2 GB RAM Storage: 10 GB available space Graphics: Nvidia or AMD GPU (Nvidia recommended) DirectX: Version 9
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